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The X-Files CCG Advanced Rules

The X-Files Collectible Card Game

Advanced Game

Welcome to The X-Files Collectible Card Game Advanced Game. The Advanced Game 
incorporates many of the nuances of The X-Files television series and is designed for the more 
serious gamer and The X-Files fan.

If you have not previously read the Basic Game rule book, we recommend that you read the sections 
The X-Files Collectible Card Game through Object of the Game; these sections will give you an 
introduction to The X-Files Collectible Card Game and the game's objective. If you are proceeding 
to the Advance Game after learning the Basic Game, go on to the Game Setup section below.

In the Advanced Game, you will construct your deck of cards for game play. This gives each player 
greater control over the outcome of the game than in the Basic Game, where players use Starter 
Decks. The Advanced Game will allow each player to cater their Agents and cards to the Skills and 
strategy desired. It will be up to you to help Mulder and Scully solve their current X-File.

Advanced Game Set-up

The Advanced Game is designed for two of more players. The game is won by the first player who 
identifies one opponent's X-File. Game set-up for the Advanced Game is similar to that of the Basic 
Game.

For the Advanced Game, remove all Keyword "Killer" cards (see Killer Cards in the Optional 
Rules below). An explanation of all card types can be found in the Nine Different Suits section 
below. Agent cards may also be included in your deck for use during the game. They are shuffled 
into your deck and may assist for one turn. (See Playing Cards section below.) Separate your X-File 
cards and place them to the side.

In the Advanced Game, you will be constructing your Bureau Deck. Your deck must have a 
minimum of sixty cards but may have more if you like. Your starting Agents and the X-File do not 
count toward this minimum. You may choose any cards, provided no more than two of the same card 
are used. You may include Agents in your deck. An Agent from your hand can be used to help out for 
ne turn.

Pay attention to the Cost to play each card. Having many cards that you cannot afford to play can be 
detrimental. (See the Playing Cards section below.) Note that you will probably want to create the 
Bureau Deck in conjunction with selecting Agents and an X-File. For additional Deck Construction 
suggestions, see the Deck Construciton section below.

As in the Basic Game, select an X-File card. Place your X-File face dwon in a prominent place, as 
you may need to refer to it when your opponent asks questions.

In the Advanced Game, you may choose any number of Agents you like for your initial Team, 
provided there are no duplicates and the sum of all the Agents' Costs does not exceed 20. The Agent's 
Cost is a rating relative to each Agent's game value and appears in the lower right corner of the card. 
Your Team should be a minimum of three Agents, but can be more. Each player is allowed to have 
the same Agent.

Each player divides the surface area they are playing on into three sections: the Bureau, the Field 
and the Hospital. Your Agents begin the game in the Bureau section.
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Create a Discard Pile face-up next to your Bureau Deck when it becomes necessary. This will be 
used for discarding excess cards and cards you have used. Should the Bureau Deck ever run out of 
cards, shuffle your Discard Pile to recreate the Bureau Deck and continue play.

The X-File Notebook and tokens will also be needed for the Advanced Game. The Notebook is a 
checklist used to track information about your opponent's X-File(s). Tokens will be used to track 
certain information.

Advanced Game Set-up Summaray

1.  Construct your 60-card Bureau Deck. 
2.  Select an X-File Card. 
3.  Select your team of Agents. 
4.  Divide playing surface into Bureau, Field and Hospital. 
5.  Shuffle and cut your cards. Deal out seven to begin the game. 
6.  Randomly decide who goes first. 

 

The X-Files CCG Advanced Game Turn Sequence

The player whose turn it is will be referred to as the Investigating (Active) Player. Other players are 
referred to as the Directed Player (if they have a Site directed at them by the Investigating Player), 
or a Non-active Player (everyone else in a multi-player game).

1.  Briefing Phase 
1.  The Investigating Player may draw one card. 

2.  The Investigating Player may use his Agents to create Resource Points (RPs, or ) 

and then may buy cards at the rate of 1  each. 

3.  All players except for the Investigating Player may discard cards with an  value and 

gain an equal number of Conspiracy Points (CPs or ). These player may purchase 
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cards at the price of 1  each. 
2.  Healing Phase (applies to all Agents in the Hospital) 

1.  Agents with 0-3 HEALTH heal one point damage. 
2.  Agents with 4+ HEALTH heal two points damage. 

3.  Requisition Phase 
1.  All Agents currently in the player's control are assigned to one of the three available 

section: the Bureau, the Field, or the Hospital. 
2.  New Agent Teams may be designated now. 

4.  Case Assignment Phase 
1.  The Investigating Player places Sites in his Field Section. 
2.  The Investigating Player announces which opponent each Site will be directed toward. 
3.  All opponents may assign Bluffs to any Sites played. 

5.  Investigation Phase 
1.  New Agent Teams may be designated for the Field Section. 
2.  The Investigating Player decides which Teams he will send to each Site. 
3.  Each Site investigated is resolved seperately. The Investigating Player chooses a 

resolution sequence. 
4.  Investigating Player stars a Skill Check Subroutine on the Site card. 
5.  Bluffs are revealed and resolved. 
6.  Any player may pay for and play cards. The effects are immediately resolved. 
7.  When Combat is initiated, investigation activities cease and the Combat is immediately 

resolved. The combat order proceeds as follows: 
1.  LONG RANGE COMBAT (LRC). Damage allocation. 
2.  CLOSE RANGE COMBAT (CRC). Damagae allocation. 
3.  Repeat CLOSE RANGE COMBAT rounds until the Adversary is killed or all 

Agents are sent to the Hospital. 
8.  If the Agents successfully meet the Site Prerequisite after completing the Skill Check 

Subroutine, they may ask the Directed Player a question and/or guess their X-File 
identity. 

6.  Debriefing Phase 
1.  All players may discard cards. 

Pools

In the Advanced Game, cards must be paid for in order to use their effects. This is done through the 
use of two pools: the Resource Pool (RP) and Conspiracy Pool (CP). Each player will have one 
Conspiracy Pool and one Resource Pool.

At the beginning of an Advance Game, create the Resource Pool by placing five tokens in your 
Bureau section. Create the Conspiracy Pool by placing five tokens by your X-File.

The Resource and Conspiracy Pools are used to pay for cards played by each player. All cards will 

hae an RP, CP, or *P icon-- , , or --under their Cost. This denotes who must pay for the 
particular card.

RP  May be played by the Active (Investigating) Player. The Cost must be paid from the Resource 
Pool.

CP  May be played by any player other than the Investigating Player. The cost must be paid from 
the Conspiracy Pool.

*P  May be played by any player. A  Cost card played to benefit the Agents must be paid for 

from the Resource Pool. A  Cost card plaed to benefit the Conspiracy must be paid for from the 
Conspiracy Pool.
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Resource Pool

Your Resource Pool represents the resources the Bureau has at its disposal. Resource Points are used 

to pay for the cards that assist your Agents. These cards have an  or  under their Cost.

During the Briefing Phase, you will have a chance to add to your Resource Pool. Every Agent has a 
Resource (RES) number listed on the upper right section of the card.

Add up all Agents' RES numbers. This is the number of tokens that may be added to the Resource 
Pool at the beginning of your turn. Agents in the Hospital during the Briefing Phase do not contribute 

their RES number to create s. After adding the s to your pool, you may then purchase cards. 

Each card costs 1 . Purchased cards are always taken from the top of the Bureau Deck. All cards 
must be purchased at once. A player may not purchase cards and then decide to purchase more after 
looking at the cards purchased. Regardless of how many cards are bought, no player's hand may 
exceed seven cards (but can be less) at the end of a turn.

To keep the Resource Pool and Conspiracy Pool separate, we suggest putting the Resource Pool in 
the Bureau and the Conspiracy Pool by your X-File card.

Conspiracy Pool

Each Player's X-File also has a pool used to purchase cards played. This is called the Conspiracy 
Pool. Your Conspiracy Pool represents the resources your X-Files has at its desposal. Conspiracy 

Points are used to pay for cards used by the X-File to oppose investigations. These cards have a  or 

 under their cost.

Replenishment of the Conspiracy Pool happens primarily during the opposing player's turn. When the 

Investigating Player has finished creating s during the Briefing Phase, all players other than the 
Investigating Player have the following options:

1.  The player to the Investigating Player's left may choose to discard cards from their hand with 

an  or  Cost and add this number of s to their Conspiracy Pool. Thus, a card with 3  

Cost could be discarded in exhange for 3 s. 
2.  After the player has completed turning in cards, he may buy cards. Cards may be purchased 

for 1  eahc. Purchased cards are always taken from the top of the Bureau Deck. Regardless 
of how many cards are bought, any player's hand may not exceed seven cards (but can be less) 
at the end of a turn. 

In a multi-player game, continue to each player's left until all players have had these options.

NOTE: Each player must sell all cards desired prior to purchasing cards. All cards must be 
purchased at once. A player may not purchase cards and then decide to purchase more after looking 
at the cards purchased.

NOTE: Agent cards included in your Bureau Deck may be sold for their RES (Resource) number of 

, not their Cost number.

Turn Example: Game Setup

Randy and Les are about to play a two-player Advanced Game. Each plyer constructs a sixty-card 
deck. Both players now choose an X-File and place the card face down. Randy selects Agents Fox 
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Mulder, Dana Scully, Special Agent Karren Kosseff, and Jerry Lamana prior to starting the game. 

Agents Mulder and Scully each have a Cost of 7 . Agents Kosseff and Lamana each have a cost of 

3 . Randy'e Agents' total Cost is 20. Since he is allowed no more than 20  for his starting 
Agents, this is a valid selection. He could have selected any Agents with a total Cost of 20 or less. Les 
also selects 20 points worth of Agents.

Randy and Les each create Bureau, Field, and Hospital Sections on their playing surface. Each 
player places his Agents in the Bureau to start the game. Both players shuffle their cards and have 
the opponent cut them. These cards are placed face down in their Bureau Sections and become the 
Bureau decks. Randy and Les draw seven cards each to begin play.

Each player now creates a Resource Pool ( ) and a Conspiracy Pool ( ). Randy uses pennies as 

 tokens and places five by his Bureau Deck to create this pool. He uses nickels for  tokens and 
place five by his X-File card. Les does the same. Randy wins a coin toss and elects to go first. Randy 
and Les are now ready to begin the Advanced Game.

Playing Cards

The system by which cards are played in the Advanced game is different from the Basic Game. Each 
card now has a "Cost" associated withe playing it. You must pay the Cost to use the card's effect. 
Other than Cost, there is no limit to the number of cards you may play. If at any time a player plays a 
card and then determines he can't afford it, the card is placed on the owning player's Discard Pile. 
When any contradiction arises between card effects and rules, the card effect supersedes the rules.

Each card will have a ,  or  under their Cost value. This indicates from which pool the cost 

must be paid.  stands for Resource Pool,  for Conspiracy Pool and  for either.

Cards with a  may only be paid for by the Active Player.

Cards with a  Cost may only be paid for by the Conspiracy.

Cards with a  may be used by either force--however, whicher force uses it must pay for it. See the 
Pools section above for further information.

If a card has multiple effects, indicated by the phrase "Alternatively" appearing on the card, the 
owning player muse specify which effect is being used upon playing the card. He may not change to 
the other effect later.

In addition, all cards contain Keywords and Activators. These often serve as codes indicating when 
cards may be played. See the Keywords and Activators sections below for further information.

Agent Cards

Agent cards contain a Game Effect in the center of the card. This is a special effect related to the 
Agent's significance in The X-Files television series. Each of the Agents you selected to begin play 
may use thheir Game Effect.

In addition to your Agents selected at the beginning of the game, you may include additional Agent 
cards in your Bureau Deck which can be purchased to aid for a single turn. A purchased Agent may 
contribute as a normal Agent for most of your turn, however their Game Effect is ignored.

Agents may only be purchased during the Deployment Phase. A purchased Agent is treated as an 
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Active card. When you reach the Debriefing Phase, the Agent card is moved to the Discard Pile. 
You may not use duplicate Agent cards. This means you cannot purchase two of the same Agents in 
the same turn or purchase an Agent you already have in play.

Activators

Activators appear in gold in the lower left corner on a particular card. Simply stated, an Activator 
tells you when you may play a particular card. Activators can be grouped into three main categories.

ACTIVE: May be played while you are the Investigating Player. You may play these cards when it 
is your turn.

CONSPIRACY: May be played when you are not the Investigating Player. You may play these 
cards during another player's turn.

All other Activator Words: May be played only in certain circumstances. The Activator tells you 
where or when a card may be played or what type of card currently in use a card may be played on. 
Refer to the Keyword on the card in play to determine if you may play your card.

On an Adversary or Event card, the Activator states what conditions must be met for the card to be 
used. On an Equipment card, the Activator tells you what section the Agent must be in to Requisition 
the Equipment.

NOTE: All Activators must be in effect in order for a card to be played.

See the Turn Example: Investigation Phase section below for an example of Activator use.

Keywords

Keywords appear in red in the lower left corner on a particular card. The Keyword tells you what a 
card is.

Most often, you will check the Keywords on an opponent's card to determine if you have a playable 
card. If your card's Activators are contained in the other card's Keyword section, you may play your 
card.

Example:

Randy consults his "Townsend, WI" Site card. He discovers the Keywords 
"SITE,""MULTI,""MOTIVE,""RESULT,""ALIEN INVESTIGATION," and 
"BUREAUCRACY." From this, Randy determines that the card is a Site with multiple Skills and 
questions. The Skills which can be used are Alien Investigation or Bureaucracy and the question he 
may ask upon a successful investigation is either a RESULT or MOTIVE question.

There are several cards which change another card's Keywords. When this occurs, only the Keyword 
is changed. The rest of the card remains unchanged.

Resources

One particular Keyword worth special mention is "RESOURCE." The Keyword RESOURCE will 
appear on certain cards. A card with the Keyword "RESOURCE" remains in play in the table section 
stated by the Keyword on the card. If no table section is indicated on the card, place the card face up 
in your Bureau section. These cards remain in play until they are negated or the criteria for their 
removal (if listed on the Resource card) is met. When this occurs, the card is moved to your Discard 
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Pile.

Detailed Advanced Game Phase Descriptions

Briefing Phase

At the beginning of the Briefing Phase, the Investigating Player may draw one card. This is a "free" 
draw and occurs regardless of any Agent's current status.

The Investigating Player may then use his Agents to create Resource Points (RPs or ). Then he 

may purchae cards. Cards are purchased from the top of the Bureau Deck at the cost of 1  each. 
The Investigating Player must announce how many cards he is purchasing and do so at one time. He 
may not purchase some and choose to purchase more later. See the Resource Pool section on page 11.

Any of the Investigating Player's opponents may now discard cards from their hand with an  or  

Cost and gain an equal number of s. This is optional. Cards that are exchanged are placed face up 
on the Discard Pile.

Each opponent of the Investigating player may purchase cards from the top of the Bureau Deck at the 

cost of 1  each. Purchasing cards is done after  cards have been sold. Each player must announce 
how many cards he is purchasing and do so at one time. He may not purchase some and choose to 
purchase more later. See Conspiracy Pool section above.

Turn Example: Briefing Phase

Randy begins his turn with the Briefing Phase. He draws one card as a "free" draw. He uses his 

Agents' Resource (RES) numbers to create s. Scully and Mulder both have a RES number of 2 and 
Kosseff and Lamana each have the RES number 1. Randy would add six tokens to his Resource Pool, 

however Mulder's Game Effect is that the s he generates must be used to purchase cards. 

Therefore, Randy spends 2 s and draws two cards. He could have chosen to purchase more if 
desired. Randy has ten cards in his hand and nine tokens in his Resource Pool.

Les now has the chance to gain s. Les may exchange cards with an  or  value for an equal 

number of s. Les trades in a Shotgun Equipment card, a Deep Throat Event card, and an Ambush 

Combat card. The Shotgun card has a  Cost of 6, the Deep Throat card 5 and the Ambust card 2. 

Les adds 13  to his Conspiracy Pool. Les now has 18  in his COnspiracy Pool. Les purchases 2 

cards from the top of his Bureau Deck for 1  each. Les has 16  in his Conspiracy Pool after 
purchasing cards.

Healing Phase

During this phase, Agents with damage are allowed to recover HEALTH points. Only Agents in the 
Hospital may heal during this phase. Healing works as follows:

●     Agents with a permanent HEALTH rating of 3 or less: 
❍     Heal 1 point of damage now. 

●     Agents with a permanent HEALTH rating of 4 or higher: 
❍     Heal 2 points of damage now. 

Only Agents with a current HEALTH rating of 3 or higher after the Healing Phase are allowed to 
leave the Hospital during the Deployment Phase. This is true regardless of whether the trip to the 
Hospital was voluntary or a forced result of Combat. In the Event that an Agent has a permanent 
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HEALTH rating of less than 3, then the Agent may leave the Hospital when fully healed.

Agents in the Hospital may not contribute their Skills to any Skill Checks.

The permanent HEALTH Rating is the HEALTH listed on upper right of the Agent card.

Requisition Phase

FBI Agents have access to an assortment of Equipment to aid in investigation. To obtain Equipment, 
Agents must Requisition it. All Equipment cards state the requirements for Requistion in their 
Activators. Frequently, the Agent will need to be in the Bureau to get Equipment.

The Investigating Player may pay for and assign Equipment to any Agent who meets the requirement 
on the Equipment card. Furthermore, Agents in the same Team (please see Teams below) are 
allowed to exchange Equipment during this phase. Agents may not have more than one of any 
particular item, but may have as many total pieces of different Equipment as they wish. Also, an 
Agent may only use one piece of Equipment to modify a single Skill Check.

Example:

Randy has Scully in the field. In Long Range Combat she has two weapons, one which adds 3 to her 
LRC and one which adds 2. Randy may not have her use both at once. He must choose one weapon. 
Naturally, he chooses the one which does more damage.

Turn Example: Healing and Requisition Phases

Randy now enters the Healing Phase. Since this is his first turn, no Healing will occur or is needed.

Let's assume that Agent Mulder has taken 5 damage and Agent Kosseff 3. Both Agents are moved to 
the Hospital since their HEALTH ratings have been reduced to 0. Randy has placed five tokens on 
Mulder and three on Kosseff. He does this to show that Mulder has taken all 5 points of his HEALTH 
in damage and Kosseff has taken all 3 of hers as well. During the Healing Phase, Randy removes two 
tokens from Mulders card because his permanent HEALTH rating is 4+. He also removes one token 
from Kosseff's card because her permanent HEALTH rating is 3 or less. Neither Agent may leave the 
Hospital this turn, as they must have at least 3 HEALTH to do so. The Healing Phase is completed.

Remeber in our turn example, no one is actually hurt or in the Hospital yet.

Randy now begins his Requisition Phase. Randy has a "Knife" card in his hand. The "Knife" adds 1 
to the Agent's CRC skill. This Equipment card has the Activator word "BUREAU." Since all of 
Randy's Agents began the game in the Bureau, he may pay for and assign the Equipment card to any 

of his Agents. Randy removes the 2  Cost from his Resource Pool and places the Equipment card 

with Agent Mulder. Randy now has 7 s left in his Resource Pool. Randy does not want to 
Requisition any more Equipment and has completed the Requisition Phase.

Deployment Phase

During the Deployment Phase, each FBI Agent is sent to the location where they will be carrying out 
actions. All Agents may be moved to the desired location; the Bureau, the Field or the Hospital. An 
Agent in the Hospital who is not eligible to leave may not be moved.

Agents must be in the Field in order to participate in a Site investigation during the Investigation 
Phase.
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Teams

During this phase, you may designate new Agent Teams. An Agent Team is simply a group of one 
or more Agents. This group may be any number. You may designate more than one Team in the same 
Section if you choose. One instance where you would designate more than one Team in the same 
Section would be if you wanted to investigate two Sites in one turn. In this instance, you would create 
two Teams in the Field section. You will also have the opportunity to designate new Teams in the 
Field Section at the beginning of the Investigation Phase. Any single Agent may not be part of more 
than one Team at a time. If new Teams are not designated, it is assumed that the most recent Team 
designations still apply.

Case Assignment Phase

At the beginning of the Case Assignment Phase, the Investigating Player places all Sites in the Field 
Section that he might investigate. The Investigating Player must also pay the Cost listed on the Site 
card at this time. Note that a Site being placed on the table doesn't necessarily mean that the player 
must ever investigate that Site.

All opponents may assign Bluffs to any and/or all Sites played by the Investigating Player at this 
time. See the Bluff section below.

Sites played by the Investigating Player but not investigated during the Investigation Phase are 
moved to the Discard Pile at the end of the turn unless a Bluff is placed under the Site.

Some Site cards give you a choice between two Prerequisite skills you may use. You must announce 
which Skill you will be using prior to investigating the Site. Once you announce which Skill you are 
using, you may not change to the other.

If you have two identical Sites in your hand, you may not use them both in the same turn.

The Bluff

Bluff cards contain the Keyword "BLUFF" and typically hinder an investigation. Cards with the 
Keyword "BLUFF" may be played in two ways.

1.  Cards with the Keyword "BLUFF" may be placed face down beneath a Site during the Case 
Assignment Phase by any player except the Investigating Player. Bluff cards played beneath a 

Site may be purchased for 1  less than the Bluff card's stated Cost. The Cost is paid when the 
Site investigation is attempted. A Cost can never be less than 0. You cannot gain tokens as a 
result of playing a Bluff with 0 Cost. 

2.  Cards with the Keyword "BLUFF" may be played as normal Conspiracy cards at full Cost. 

Bluffs are designed to make the Investigating Player think twice about the chance of successful 
investigation. Any card may be placed face down underneath the Site. These cards do not actually 
have to be Keyword "BLUFF" cards (non-Bluffs playd as a Bluff are revealed and discarded upon 
Site investigation). They may in effect be "bluff" Bluffs. Cards placed under a Site as a Bluff remain 
there until the Site is investigated.

When a Site with a Bluff is investigated, the card is revealed immediately. All cards placed as Bluffs 
are revealed, regardless of whether or not they contain the Keyword "BLUFF." If a card placed 
beneath a Site does not contain the Keyword "BLUFF," the owning player cannot afford to pay for 
the Bluff, or the owning player does not want to pay for the Bluff, the card is discarded.

If the Site is not investigated this turn, the Site will remain in play with the Bluffs underneath it until 
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an investigation is attempted or the game ends. An Agent Team that investigates a Site with Bluffs 
beneath it "activates" these Bluffs. They are referred to as the Activating Team.

Turn Example: Deployment and Case Assignment Phases

Randy has now reached the Deployment Phase. All of Randy's Agents are currently in the Bureau. 
Randy moves Agents Mulder, Scully, and Kosseff from the Bureau to the Field. Randy leaves Jerry 
Lamana in the Bureau. The Deployment Phase is now completed.

The Case Assignment Phase is next. Randy places the Site "Aubrey, MO" in the Field section of the 

table and pays the 2  Cost indicated on the Site card. Randy now has 5 s left in his Resource 
Pool. The "Aubrey, MO" card has a Prerequisite of BEHAVIORAL 4+. This means that Randy's 
Agents investigating the Site must have 4 or more BEHAVIORAL skill in order to ask a question 
about Les's X-File. Since Randy and Les are playing a two-player game, Les is the Directed Player 
by default. In a multi-player game, Randy would have to announce which player the Site is directed 
toward. Les places two Bluffs beneath the Site. The Bluffs will not be revealed or paid for until the 
Site is actually investigated. The Case Assignment Phase is completed.

Investigation Phase

The Investigating Player must allocate all Agents currently in the Field to the Site(s) he plans to 
investigate. The Investigating Player does not have to investigate a Site card. New Teams may now 
be formed in the Field section only. See the Deployment Phase rules above for more information on 
forming Agent Teams.

Generally, Agents may not participate in more than one Site investigation per turn. An Agent does 
not necessarily have to participate in any investigations while in the Field. Often the player will 
choose to investigate only one Site, however multiple or no Sites are permissible.

Each Site investigated is resolved separately. If more than one Site is being investigated, the 
Investigating Player chooses the resolution order.

Begin a Skill Check Subroutine for the Site Prerequisite. See the Skill Check Subroutine section of 
these rules below for further information.

NOTE: A particular Site may only be investigated by one Agent team during a single turn.

NOTE: In order to successfully investigate a Site, at least one Agent must be there.

Skill Check Subroutine

Whenever a Skill Check is initiated, perform a Skill Check Subroutine. The Skill Check Subroutine 
proceeds as follows:

1.  Announce to your opponent the Skill being used, the amount needed, and the Skill level 
currently possessed by the Agent Team. 

2.  Each Player may pay for and play cards. 

The current Skill level may now be modified by cards played be each player attempting to 
successfully complete or foil the Skill Check. The Active Player has the option to pay for and 
play the first card. After this, cards may be bought and played by any player. Cards must be 
paid for from the appropriate pool by the clayer who owns the card. See the Pools section 
above for further information.
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Multiple cards may be played prior to one card being resolved. In these instances, the last card 
played is resolved first. Cards are played until all players decide to play no more. One type of 
card which can be played is an Adversary card. These cards result in Combat. See the Combat 
seciont below for more information.

After a card is used, place it face up on your Discard Pile. Playing a card may initiate a new 
Skill Check Subroutine. If this occurs, resolve this new Skill Check before resolving the 
original Skill Check.

Certain cards may have lasting effects. This will be noted on the individual card.

3.  Resolve the Skill Check. 

If the Agent Team successfully meets the Skill level needed after all card effects and any additional 
Skill Check Subroutines have been resolved, then the appropriate effect is applied. This ends the Skill 
Check Subroutine.

There are two special cases when exceptions to the Skill Check Subroutine process occur. The 
first is during a Site investigation. During a Site investigation, Bluffs placed beneath a Site are 
revealed and resolved before any cards played in step 2. See the Bluff section above for 
information on resolving Bluffs

The second special case is during Combat. In Combat, repeat the Skill Check Subroutine 
process by conducting additional Combat rounds until the Adversary's HEALTH has been 
reduced to 0 or all Agents have been sent to the Hospital. Also, only Combat cards may be 
played during a Combat Skill Check Subroutine. See the Combat section below for further 
information.

NOTE: Cards may be played during a Skill Check Subroutine initiating an additional Skill Check. 
When this occurs, the current Skill Check Subroutine is put on hold and another Skill Check 
Subroutine is initiated for the new Skill Check. Also, two of the same card can't be used for the same 
Skill Check Subroutine; i.e., two of the same Witness on the same Skill Check.

Turn Example: Investigation Phase

The Investigation Phase is the next phase in Randy's turn. Randy chooses to investigate "Aubrey, 
MO" with all three Agents as a Team in the Field. Randy currently has a BEHAVIORAL skill level of 
7 (Mulder 3, Kosseff 3, Scully 1). The Bluffs Les placed beneath the Site are now immediately 
revealed. Les's first Bluff is the "Car Troubles" card. This card forces Randy to investigate with only 
two Agents. Randy chooses to leave Scully behind, as she is only contributing 1 to the Site 

Prerequisite. Les pays 2  for the Bluff. The actual Bluff Cost is 3, but Bluffs played face down in 

the Case Assignment Phase Cost 1  less. Les now has 14  in his Conspiracy Pool. Les's second 
Bluff is not an actual Bluff. Les placed the Site card "Cape Cod, MA" underneath the Site to 
discourage Randy from investigating it. The Site card played as a Bluff is moved to Les's Discard 
Pile.

Randy now has a BEHAVIORAL skill level of 6 (Mulder 3, Kosseff 3). Les does not want Randy to 
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ask a question, so he plays the Adversary card "The Manitou Stalks His Prey." The Manitou card 
contains the Activators "CONSPIRACY" and "MOTIVE SITE." Since it is not Les's turn, the 
"CONSPIRACY" condition is satisfied. The "MOTIVE SITE" condition is also satisfied because 

the "Aubrey, MO" Site contains this Keyword. Les may play the Adversary card. Les pays the 6  

Cost and now has 8  left in his Conspiracy Pool. Randy immediately plays his Event card "X" 

which negates one Adversary. Randy pays the 3  Cost and now has 2  left in his Resource Pool.

With Randy still meeting the Site Prerequisite, Les decides to play another Adversary. Les plays his 

"Good People, Good Food" Card for 8 . Les now has 0  in his Conspiracy Pool. Randy cannot 
negate this card and Combat is initiated.

Combat

When you encounter an Adversary which is not negated, Combat will follow. Unless an opponent 
plays a card which specifically allows him to do so, only one Adversary may be encountered at a 
time. Therefore, if opponents want to play more than one Adversary, each is resolved during a 
separate Combat.

Combat typically occurs in two rounds. The first round is Long Range Combat (LRC) and the 
second is Close Range Combat (CRC). Only one round of Long Range Combat occurs. After Long 
Range Combat, Close Range Combat rounds are repeated until the Adversary is killed or all Agents 
are sent to the Hospital. All damage inflicted during each round occurs simultaneously. Thus, it is 
possible for an Agent or Adversary to be removed by Combat and still inflict damage for that round.

Long Range Combat (LRC)

Combat typically starts with Long Range Combat (LRC). Some Adversaries will attack by surprise 
or other special method involving the skipping of Long Range Combat, but this will be stated on the 
specific card.

Long Range Combat skill is listed on Adversary and Agent cards. A Skill Check Subroutine must 
be initiated to determine the damage done by the Agents and the Adversary. See the Skill Check 
Subroutine section above. Add up all combatants LRC numbers to determine the amount of damage 
done. Combat cards are now played and their effects added. See the Combat Card section of these 
rules below for further information. Also, add the modifiers of any Equipment which adds to Long 
Range Combat.

Damage inflicted by Agents may be applied separately if there are multiple targets, however, each 
particular Agent's damage cannot be split. Damage inflicted by a single Adversary on an Agent Team 
is allocated to one Agent. Each player decides which opponent will receive the inflicted damage.

An Agent is moved to the Hospital when his HEALTH rating has been reduced to 0. Any reduction 
that results in a negative HEALTH rating for an Agent is considered to be HEALTH rating 0. No 
negative HEALTH ratings occur. An Adversary is killed (and discarded) when its HEALTH rating 
has been reduced to 0. Some Adversaries will not have Long Range Combat ability, noted by an N/A 
listed as its LRC.

If the Adversary has been killed or if all Agents have been sent to the Hospital, Combat ends. If not, 
Combat continues with Close Range Combat rounds.

Close Range Combat (CRC)

Close Range Combat (CRC) follows the Long Range Combat round. Close Range Combat skill is 
listed on Adversary and Agent cards. Again, both players may use Combat cards. See the Combat 
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Card section below. A Skill Check Subroutine again must be initiated to determine damage done by 
both the Adversary and the Agents. See the Skill Check Subroutine section above. Add on the effects 
of any Combat cards. Also, add the modifiers of any Equipment which adds to Close Range Combat. 
Apply the results in the same manner as Long Range Combat.

When all Agents are sent to the Hospital or the Adversary's HEALTH is reduced to 0, Combat ends. 
Regardless of the outcome of Combat, the Adversary card is placed on the owning player's Discard 
Pile after Combat completion. If Combat has not yet been resolved, repeat Close Range Combat 
rounds until the Adversary is killed or all Agents have been sent to the Hospital.

NOTE: An Agent with HEALTH greater than 0 may stay in the Field and is not obligated to go to the 
Hospital unless a card effect states otherwise. If they choose to go to the Hospital, they may not leave 
until they have at least 3 HEALTH or are fully healed. See the Healing Phase section above for more 
information.

NOTE: Witnesses with HEALTH are treated as Agents in Combat rounds. Thus, Combat cards may 
be used on a Witness with HEALTH. If a Witness's HEALTH is reduced to 0, move the Witness card 
to the owning player's Discard Pile.

Tracking Damage

In order to keep track of damage, you will need some sort of token. This may be as simple as pennies 
added for each damage point recieved or removed for each point healed.

One method is the use of six-sided dice. For example, Agent Mulder (HEALTH rating 5) recieved 3 
damage in Combat. Place a six-sided die on his card with the 3 facing upward. This symbolizes that 
he has taken 3 damage and has 2 HEALTH left. Now, assume he takes another three points damage. 
Mulder has taken a total of six points of damage. Since an Agent's HEALTH cannot drop bleow 0, 
Mulder now has 0 HEALTH.

Mulder is immediately moved to the Hospital and may not contribute his skills to any Skill Checks. 
Place the 5 facing upward. This symbolizes that he needs to recover 5 HEALTH to be at full strength. 
During the next turn, the die is changed to show 3 facing upward symbolizing the healing of 2 points, 
a current HEALTH rating of 2, but three points needed to be healed for Mulder to have full 
HEALTH. If Mulder leaves prior to having full HEALTH (remember that he must have a minimum 
of 3 HEALTH to leave), the die indicating his current damage sustained remains on the Agent card.

Another effective method is the use of tokens, for example, pennies. Place a penny on the Agent's 
card for each point of bamage they have received. These pennies are similarly removed as an Agent 
heals in the Hospital. Experiment and use whichever method you find most convenient.

Combat Cards

Combat cards may be paid for and played during both the Long Range Combat and Close Range 
Combat rounds and typically enhance or reduce the damage done. Some Combat Cards will have a 

 next to the cost number instead of a  or . This denotes that either the Conspiracy or Active 
Player may use these cards. The card must be paid for by whomever uses it (Active Player or 
Conspiracy).

Each player may use as many Combat cards as they like, provided their Cost is paid.

NOTE: Combat cards are the only cards that can be played in a Combat Skill Check Subroutine.

The player who played the Adversary has the option to pay for and play the first Combat card. After 
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this, any player may pay for and play Combat cards. Combat cards are resolved on a last-played/first-
resolved basis. The results are then applied to the specific Combat round.

Turn Example: Combat

Combat begins with one Long Range Combat round. The Adversary "Good People, Good Food" has 
no LRC Skill and thus does no damage during this round. Mulder has 2 LRC Skill and Kosseff has 1 
LRC Skill. Neither player chooses to play Combat cards. The Agents inflict 3 damage during the 
Long Range Combat round. Les places three tokens on the Adversary card, denoting the 3 damage 
done.

Combat proceeds to the Close Range Combat round. Close Range rounds will be repeated until all 
Agents are sent to the Hospital or the Adversary has been killed. In Close Range Combat Mulder has 
2 CRC and Kosseff 1 CRC. Mulder also has the "Knife" he Requisitioned earlier which adds +1 to 
CRC. The Agents have done an additional 4 damage for a cumulative total of 7. The Adversary does 
3 Damage. Les assigns the 3 damage to Kosseff, resulting in her having 0 HEALTH. Randy 
immediately plays a Combat card. It is the "First Aid" card which immediately heals 1 point damage 

at a Cost of 0 . Randy uses this to add 1 HEALTH to Agent Kosseff and prevent her from having to 
go to the Hospital. The Adversary now has 3 HEALTH left and Kosseff has 1 HEALTH remaining.

Another round of Close Range Combat occurs. Randy's Agents do an additional 4 damage and the 
Adversary's HEALTH is exceeded. The Adversary card is moved to Les's Discard Pile. The Adversary 
still does its 3 damage. Les assigns the damage to Kosseff, who now has HEALTH 0 and is 
immediately moved to the Hospital with three tokens placed on her card.

Site Resolution

If the investigating Agent Team still successfully meets the Site prerequisite after all cards have been 
played and resolved, they may ask the Directed Player a specific X-File Characteristic question as 
stated on the Site card. The opposing player must be able to answerthis question with either a "yes" or 
a "no" answer. The Investigating Player may also choose to guess the opponent's X-File identitly as 
well. If the identity guess is correct, the Investigating Player has won the game. If the guess is 
incorrect, a penalty is assessed. The penalty is that the player whose X-File was incorrectly identified 
may now ask a question of the Investigating Player. This question may be a specific characteristic 
question as indicated on the Site card just solved or a guess of the Investigating Player's X-File 
identity. If the player guesses incorrectly, there is no penalty. After all questions have been asked, the 
Site card is moved to the Discard Pile.

Examples of appropriate questions are: "Is your X-File's AFFILIATION Alien?", "Is your X-File's 
METHOD Violence?" or "Is you X-File's RESULT Death?" You may not ask questions like "What is 
your AFFILIATION?" or "Is your AFFILIATION six letters or less?"

If the Site Prerequisite has not been met, the Site card is placed on the Discard Pile. After all 
investigated Sites have been resolved, any remaining Sites with no Bluffs under them remain in the 
Field section until they are investigated during a later turn or the game ends. Sites may only be 
investigated by the player who played the Site.

If a player chooses not to investigate any Sites for a particular turn, all players may still pay for and 
play any applicable cards.

Debriefing Phase

The Debriefing Phase is the final phase in each player's turn. All players may now discard cards. 
After discarding cards, your hand size must be seven cards or less. If you have more than seven cards, 
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you must discard until no more than seven remain.

After the Debriefing Phase, the turn is completed. The next player to the left now begins his turn and 
the turn sequence is repeated.

Turn Example: Investigation Phase conclusion and Debriefing Phase.

Randy now only has Agent Mulder left with BEHAVIORAL skill 3. The "Aubrey, MO" Site card has a 

Prerequisite of BEHAVIORAL 4+. Randy now pays 2  for the Witness card "Dr. Sheila Braun" 

which adds 2 to one Behavioral Skill Check. Randy now has 0  in his Resource Pool. Randy is out 

of  and Les is out of  so both players may not play any more cards. Randy's Agents have a 
BEHAVIORAL Skill Level of 5 (Mulder 3, Witness card 2) and successfully meet the Site Prerequisite 
of BEHAVIORAL 4+. The "Aubrey, MO" card allows Randy to ask one MOTIVE question. Randy 
asks Les if his X-File's MOTIVE is SURVIVAL. The answer is NO and game play continues. Randy 
chooses not to guess Les's X-File identity at this time.

It is now time for the Debriefing Phase. Since Randy and Les both have five cards left, neither player 
needs to discard any cards. Randy's turn is completed and it is now Les' turn.

Multi-Player Changes

In an Advanced Game, there are a few subtle changes that take place when multiple players are 
involved. This section will address these changes.

Briefing Phase Multi-Player Changes:

When each player has the opportunity to turn in  Cost cards to create s, the player to the 
Investigating Player's left must do so first. After each player is finished, continue to the next player 
on the left until all players have had the opportunity to turn in cards.

Case Assignment Phase Multi-Player Changes:

In a multi-player game, the Investigating player must now announce the specific opponent to which 
each Site question is directed. This is done by default in a two-player game as there is only one 
opponent. The Investigating Player may only ask the Site question of one opponent. Once a Site has 
been directed at a particular opponent, it may not be changed.

Skill Check Subroutine Multi-Player Changes:

During a Skill Check Subroutine, all players may pay for and play cards. The Investigating Player 

may only play cards with an  or  cost. The Directed Player may only play cards with a  or  
Cost. Other players who are neither the Investigating or Directed Player may play any cards. In this 

event,  cards are paid for from the Resource Pool,  cards are paid for from the Conspiracy Pool, 

and  cards are paid for from the pool which the card benefits. If the card helps the Agents, it is paid 
for from the Resource Pool. If a card benefits the Conspiracy, it is paid for from the Conspiracy Pool.

Investigation Phase Multi-Player Changes:

Answers to all Characteristic and Identity questions are given in secrecy.

Card Play:
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In a multi-player game, cards must be paid for by the owning player. Players may not give  or  
to other players or combine funds to pay for a card.

All other rules apply as in a two-player game.

Optional Rules

The following rules were designed to add fun and intrigue into The X-Files CCG experience. They 
are not part of the official rules and you may choose to play with any or all of them as desired. In 
order to use an optional rule, both players must agree. If either player objects, an optional rule may 
not be used.

Game Play and Deck Construction.

The following two optional rules are designed to make game outcome more centered around game 
play and deck construction. Both may be used together or separately. These are:

1.  Upon successfully investigating a Site card, the Investigating Player may ask a Characteristic 
Question OR guess the opponent's X-File identity...not both. 

2.  A player has only ONE chance to guess the opponent's X-File identity per game. If an 
incorrect guess is made, your opponent automatically wins. 

Killer Cards

Some cards will have the Keyword "KILLER." These cards can permanently remove Agents from 
play. For game play, these cards are optional. Both players must agree to use these cards in game 
play. If either player objects, these cards may not be used. Killer cards can be fun to use, but they can 
also create serious game play imbalances.

If you play an X-Files Advanced Game using Killer cards, another way to win the game is added. 
You can now win the game by permanently removing all opposing Agents from game play. This is 
still a rare occurence while using these cards.

X-File Powers

The X-File Powers were designed to add flavor and strategy in selecting an X-File. They are optional. 
Both players must agree in order to use the X-File Powers in Advanced Game play.

As your opponent gets closer to identifying your X-File, the X-File gains added powers to thwart the 
Agents. These powers are based on the specific characteristic your opponent knows. Prior to using 
any of these powers, the controlling player must announce the specific characteristic of his X-File 
that allows him to use a power. This might sem redundant in a two-player game, but has significance 
in a multi-player game, as all players might not hav already identified the characteristic. Additionally, 
you can choose to announce a particular characteristic to all opponents and gain that corresponding 
special effect. The X-Files power gained with a specific Characteristic being revealed are:

Affiliation

●     Alien--ALIEN Adversaries may be played on any Site. 

●     Evolutionary--EVOLUTIONARY Adversaries may be played on any Site. 

●     Government--GOVERNMENT Adversaries may be played on any Site. 

●     Occult--OCCULT Adversaries may be played on any Site. 

●     Primordial--PRIMORDIAL Adversaries may be played on any Site. 
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Method

●     Manipulation--You may play  cost Events for one  less. 

●     Possession--Place two tokens on your X-File. Discard a token to force one of your 
opponent's Agents who was damaged in Combat this turn to attack his own Team 
immediately. The Agent is under your control and will fight until reduced to 0 HEALTH or 
Combat ends. 

●     Subterfuge--You may force your opponent to discard one card from his hand (his choice) 
once per turn during his Healing Phase. 

●     Threats--Place three tokens on your X-File. Discard a token to negate one Witness card 
played by your opponent. 

●     Violence--Place two tokens on your X-File. Discard a token to draw an eligible Adversary 

card from your Discard Pile and play it immediately for two  less. 

Motive

●     Control--You may force your opponent to discard one  once per turn during his Healing 
Phase. 

●     Ideology--Once per turn you may change one Keyword on a card to any other Keyword. 

●     Knowledge--Place two tokens on your X-File. Discard a token to examine your opponent's 
hand immediately after drawing cards in the Briefing Phase. 

●     Security--You may play BLUFF cards for one  less. Note that this will now be two  
less if the Bluff is placed under a Site. A Bluff can be free, but you can never gain tokens by 
playing a card. 

●     Survival--Place one damage token on any one of your opponent's Agents (your choice) 
once per turn during the Healing Phase. The same Agent may not be damaged on consecutive 
turns. 

Result

●     Abduction--Place two tokens on your X-File. Discard one token to Abduct one Agent of 
your choice. The Agent is placed face up ten cards down in the owning player's Bureau Deck. 
When the last card covering the Agent is drawn, the Agent is immediately moved to the 
Hospital (undamaged). 

●     Death--You may play one Combat card on an Adversary you control for free once per 
Combat. 

●     Insanity--Every Witness played by your opponent's Teams inflicts one point of damage to 
one Agent in that Team (opponent's choice). 

●     Manipulation of Evidence--Your opponent must pay one extra  for each Site card he 
plays. 

●     Physiological Imbalance--Place three tokens on your X-File. Discard a token to apply a -2 
modifier to any one Agent's Skill Check. You may do this once per turn. 

Deck Construction

The following is a brief section on deck construction to help get you started with building your 
Bureau Deck. Remember, you may not use more than two of any particular card.

The first card to include, and possibly the most important, is the Site card. These cards are important, 
as Agents need to ask questions about the opposing X-File in order to win the game. In a deck of 
sixty cards, you will probably want to include at least fifteen Site cards. Site cards should be about 
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one quarter of your deck. They should also be coordinated around your Agents' strengths. Your Agent 
Team will have some skills with a total much larger than others. The Bureau Deck should have a 
proportionally large number of Site cards that utilize these skills.

All other cards fit into two basic categories: (1) Cards that help you. (2) Cards that hinder your 
opponents. The mix should center around your personal strategy or play style.

Cards that help you: These cards include Witnesses, Events, Combat Cards and Agents. Events 
have varied effects. You will probably want more of these than any other card type. Witnesses 
usually add to a Skill Check. Combat Cards aid in Combat situations. You will probably want about 
an even number of these two cards but less of these than Event cards. In the Advanced Game, Agents 
can also be included in your deck to aid during one turn. While helpful, they tend to be expensive and 
you will probably only be able to utilize a few.

Cards that hinder your opponents: These cards include Events, Adversaries, Bluffs and Combat 
Cards. Again, you will probably want to include more Events than any other card type. Adversaries 
affect opponents by inflicting damage during Combat and sending them to the Hospital where they 
cannot contribute to a Skill Check. Bluffs normally subtract from a Skill Check outright. At this 
point, you will likely need to decide the main way that you want to hinder your opponent. This can be 
through Adversary or Bluff cards. Whichever you choose, you will likely want more of these than the 
other. Combat cards can be used to increase the power of Adversaries.

The final consideration is the Cost to play your cards. It is not wise to have many powerful cards if 
you cannot afford to play them. The proper combination of more expensive cards and less expensive 
cards will prove to be the most effective.

Sample Deck Quantities, by Suit (60 total):

●     Sites: 15 
●     Adversaries: 7 
●     Bluffs: 6 
●     Equipment: 5 
●     Events: 15 
●     Witnesses: 6 
●     Combat: 5 
●     Agents: 1 

The Nine Different Suits

The X-Files cards are divided into nine basic suits based on how the card is used in the game. Before 
going further, it is important to note that many cards will appear to "break" rules defined in the Basic 
or Advanced Game. When any contradiction arises between card effects and rules, the card effect 
supersedes the rules. Most of the information contained on a card is common to all cards.

Common Information on All Cards:

1.  The Name of the card. 
2.  The Card Type: Indicates the card's function within the game. 
3.  The Advanced Indicator: If there is a yellow-green "X" here, it denotes that the card is used 

only in the Advanced Game. 
4.  The Card Number: A unique identifier for each card in the set. 
5.  The Activators: Indicates when this card may be played. 
6.  The Keywords: Indicates what type of cards may be used against the particular card. 
7.  The Game Effect: Explains the effect of this card when played. 
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8.  The Card Cost: Indicates the amount it will cost in Resource Points ( ), Conspiracy Points (

) or either ( ) to play the card from a hand in an Advanced Game. 
9.  The Story Line: Consists of a brief quote or phrase relating to the subject of the card, taken 

from The X-Files television series. 

 

Event Cards

Some Event cards hinder your opponent's Agents in the pursuit of the truth: your X-File's identity. 
Other's help your Agents complete their mission. These cards contain only the common information 
listed above.

Witness Cards

Witness cards help Agents investigate Sites and usually modify Skill Checks. Witness cards are said 
to be unique. This means that only one of each specific card may be applied in a single Skill Check. 
These cards contain only the common information listed above.

Bluff Cards

Bluff cards help deter your opponents from successful Site investigation, usually be subtracting from 
Skill Checks. In the Basic Game, they are played during the Investigation Phase. Additionally, in 
Advanced Game, they may be placed beneath the Site during the Case Assignment Phase. These 
cards contain only the common information listed above.

Equipment Cards

Equipment cards help Agents by permanently modifying a Skill as long as the Equipment is 
possessed. These cards contain only the common information listed above.
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Combat Cards

Combat cards modify the results of Combat in the Advanced Game only. These cards are removed 
for the Basic Game. These cards contain only the common information listed above.

Adversary Cards

Adversary cads hinder opposing Agents by engaging them in Combat. Each card will note when it 
may be played. These cards contain the common information listed above and the following 
additional information:

●     The Adversary's statistics: Tells the HEALTH, LRC, and CRC of this Adversary. 

Site Cards

Site Cards form the basis of your investigation. Note that some Site cards have two questions and 
Skills that you may choose between while others have only one. These cards contain the common 
information listed above and the following additional information:

●     The Site PREREQUISITE: Each Site will list a Prerequisite that must be met in order to use 
the Site card effectively. In most cases this will be a Skill followed by a number. The number 
is the level of Skill the Agents in the field must obtain to use the card. 

●     The QUESTION: The type of question you may ask your opponent regarding the X-FIle he 
has chosen for this game. In order to ask the question, your investigating Team must meet the 
card's Prerequisite. 

Agent Cards

Agents are the nemesis of the X-File. While X-Files attempt to maintain their secrecy, the Agents are 
trying to identify them. These cards contain the common information listed above, with the exception 
that Agent cards do not have Activators. Agent cards also contain the following additional 
information.

●     The Agent's list of SKILLS: These are each Agent's unique abilities. One skill is Criminal 
Investigation, a composite of many basic skills an Agent learned while at the FBI Academy. 

●     The Agent's HEALTH: The statistic that determines how much damage each Agent can 
sustain before being Hospitalized. 

●     The Resource Number (RES): The number of points an Agent can contribute to the 
Resource Pool during the Briefing Phase. 

X-File Cards

The X-File card represents the power behind each conspiracy. It is up to your team of investigators to 
determine who or what the X-File is during the course of the game. An X-File card contains unique 
information from the other suits which is highlighted below.

An X-File card contains the following information.

1.  The Name of the X-File. 
2.  The X-File's Affiliation: Each X-File has a specific Classification. 
3.  The X-File's Motive: Each X-File is driven to do what it does for a reason. 
4.  The X-File's Method: Each X-File goes about achieving its objectives in a different way. 
5.  The X-File's Result: The actions that each X-File takes usually have specific results. 
6.  The Type Of Card: This helps to remind you of the function of the card. 
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7.  The Story Line: A brief quote or phrase explaining the relationship between the X-File and 
The X-Files television series. 

 

Affiliations

Each X-File has a specific classification.

●     Alien--The X-File is not of this world. 

●     Government--The X-File is a member of the government who, for whatever reason, desires 
to keep secret the existence of parnormal phenomena. 

●     Evolutionary--The X-File is a product of evolution, either natural or induced by man. 

●     Primordial--The X-File is of this world, but for whatever reason they are as yet 
undiscovered. 

●     Occult--The X-File is not bound by the normal laws of science, and exists outside of what 
we consider normal reality. 

Motives

●     Survival--The X-File merely wishes to exist. It does what it does not through malice but 
because it would otherwise cease to exist. 

●     Security--The X-File is concerned with insuring that all threats to its existence are 
eliminated. 

●     Control--The X-File is driven by a need to control its environment. Closely related to 
security, this motive is based not on eliminating threats so much as being in a position of 
power in order to direct others to do the X-Files bidding. 

●     Knowledge--The X-File is driven by the search for knowledge. It views knowledge as the 
only thing of real value and lets nothing get in its way. 

●     Ideology--The X-File acts upon its systematic belief system. Its beliefs are so strong that it 
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acts regardless of the effect on others. 

Methods

●     Violence--The most direct method, usually only the most saveage X-Files resort to this 
method as it often results in discovery and elimination. 

●     Manipulation--The X-File uses subtle suggestion or powers to control others and acieve 
objectives through their actions. 

●     Subterfuge--This method relies on trickery and deceiving one' opponent to accomplish 
goals. It is different from manipulation in that the X-File is directly involved in the act as 
opposed to manipulatind someon else into action. 

●     Possession--The X-File forcefully takes control of another and uses that person to achieve 
its goals. This can be done through the implanting of an alien device or through supernatural 
possession of the body. 

●     Threats--The X-File is in a position of power and uses direct threats to compel others to do 
its bidding. 

Results

●     Death--The victim of the X-File's actions is found deceased. 

●     Insanity--Those who come into contact with this X-File are unable to mentally cope with 
the encounter. 

●     Physiological Imbalance--The X-File's victim is detrimentally altered as a result of the 
experience. These changes often casue severe debilitation and can ultimately result in death. 

●     Abduction--Victims of this X-File's actions tend to disappear and are never seen again or 
are found in strange places long after they disappeared with no memory of the experience. 

●     Manipulation of Evidence--The X-File's actions result in the loss or destruction of 
evidence pertaining to the X-File or one of his security issues. 

Glossary

●     Activator: Signifies when a particular card may be played. In general, there are three different 
categories of Activators in the game: Active, Conspiracy, all others. 

●     Active: A condition which exists when it is your turn. Commonly listed as an Activator. 
●     Active Player: The player whose turn it currently is. Also known as the Investigating Player. 
●     Alternately: Cards featuring this word offer a choice of more than one game effect which can 

be used during game play, however, only one game effect may be chosen. 
●     Conspiracy: A condition which exists when it is not your turn, commonly listed as an 

Activator. 
●     Directed Player: A player targeted by a Site. Also known as a Conspiracy Player. 
●     Investigating Player: The player whose turn it currently is. Also known as the Active player. 
●     Keyword: Signifies what categories a particulare card falls under and serves as the basis for 

Activators. 
●     Negate: Cancels the effect or influence of a target card; the target card is then placed in its 

owner's Discard pile. 
●     Non-Active Players: Refers to a player when it is not his turn and he is not the target of a 

Site. Also known as a Conspiracy player. 
●     Skills: Unique abilities that a particular Agent possesses, which aid him/her in various 

situations throughout the game. 

Glossary: Skills

●     Alien Investigation: The pursuit of evidence that points to the existence of extra-terrestrial 
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life. 
●     Behavioral: Understanding of human psychology/sociology. 
●     Bureaucracy: Adeptness in influencing governtmental entities to bypass obstacles, acquire 

resources, gain favors, etc. 
●     Close Range Combat: Expertise in hand-to-hand, close-quarter fighting. 
●     Computer: Knowledge of the intricacies of computer functions, and the means of acquiring 

electronic information. 
●     Criminal Investigation: Aptitude in law enforcement procedures following a crime (witness 

questioning, surveillance, suspect arrests, etc.). 
●     Evidence Collection: Proficiency in gathering clues at a crime scene (fingerprints, 

bloodstains, etc.). 
●     Long Range Combat: Expertness in handling loong range weaponry (assault rifles, shotguns, 

etc.). 
●     Medical: Proficiency in trauma care and first aid. 
●     Observation: Having a knack in spotting minute details that might otherwise have been 

missed at a crime scene (misplaced/missing objects, unusual evidence left behind, etc.). 
●     Occult Investigation: Pursuit of evidence that leads to the existence of paranormal 

phenomena. 
●     Sciences: Understanding of the natural laws of the physical world. 
●     Subterfuge: Deftness in covert operations and situations that involve hiding, sneaking and 

espionage. 
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